BUSH-PUSH FOR AMNESTY
WHY did Bush, Cheney, Rice and other White House heavyweights descend on Capitol Hill when CAFTA was predicted to
go down in flames, promising an estimated $50B in taxpayer-financed payoffs to change votes and win passage? WHY is
Bush pushing for illegal alien amnesty? WHY did Bush call members of the "Minuteman Project" patrolling the Arizona/
Mexican border "vigilantes," when those volunteer-citizens have judiciously and methodically avoided every semblance of
violence? WHY has Bush assembled a coalition of transnational business bigshots (called Americans for Border and Economic Security) to lobby the American people for his "guest-worker" program? WHY did Michael Chertoff, head of Homeland Security say "We want to facilitate the flow of traffic across our borders"? Frankly, there are many more WHY's about
Bush's immigration policies than there are answers!
Along with thousands (if not, millions) of other citizens, I am surprised, alarmed and dismayed by the apparent swallowing of
obvious disinformation from the media and the Administration by people who should know better that the "Bush push" for
illegal-alien amnesty, open borders, guest workers, etc., is all about votes! Hogwash! Amnesty for illegals has nada to do with
wooing votes for Republicans! Truthful answers to the above why's, and to, even, more perplexing initiatives by Administration officials, can be found in the August and September issues of Middle America News in columns written by "Immigration
Watch" Editor, John Vinson, entitled "CFR Subverts U.S. Sovereignty" and by "Eagle Forum's" Phyllis Schlafly, in her
outstanding article entitled "Stop the CFR North American Merger Plan."* Bush's REAL reason for promoting amnesty for
illegals and open borders is to do an end run around the Constitution and impose on Americans the CFR's** New World Order.
(1) Eliminating geographic boundaries between Mexico, Canada and the U.S.; (2) opening U.S. borders to unlimited immigrants from anywhere; (3) assigning America's "border security" to corrupt, hopelessly incompetent Mexican police to protect
America from bomb-wielding suicide terrorist-thugs; (4) legalizing 12-15 million illegal aliens already here; (5) diluting
(what's left of) America's culture, standard of living and values by imposing a continuing flood of immigrants on America who
neither share traditional American values, language, culture, beliefs, history, or anything else for that matter; (6) permitting
easy admission to the U.S. of previously-eliminated diseases like polio, leprosy and tuberculosis--even adding a few new ones,
like chagas with its 40% fatality rate; (7) allowing Mexican trucks "unlimited access" to American cities with no requirement
to comply with U.S. safety standards; (8) legalizing new drugs under a "tested-once" policy that means if they're tested in
Mexico, they're assumed safe, etc., etc., etc....these are, just, a few "goodies" that Bush's amnesty program, his (so-called)
"free trade treaties" and his "Security and Prosperity Partnership of North America" have in store for us. Of course, cheap
labor is, just, an extra bennie for "anarchic capitalists," who together with their penchant for outsourcing abroad to cut jobs
and evade domestic payroll taxes for Social Security and Medicare, have bankrupted the Social Security Trust Fund and
imploded America's standard of living. In short, Bush's amnesty for illegals, NAFTA/CAFTA/FTAA, "Security and Prosperity
Partnership," "Social Security Totalization Agreement" (giving illegals access to Social Security) add up to "curtains" for
America. WHAT in the world does it take to wake people up!?! Patrick Henry said it best..."Is life so dear, or peace so sweet,
as to be purchased at the price of chains and slavery? Forbid it not, Almighty God!"
NAFTA and CAFTA passed because most Americans slept through the votes. FTAA will pass for the same reason. And some
day, like Europeans who are, just now, beginning to see that the cleverly touted European Community concept was never about
trade, but rather, about surrendering their sovereignty to an appointed world government, Americans will wake up, scratch
their heads, and wonder how they lost their freedom, their sovereignty, their inalienable rights and all else they held dear to
elitist "anarchic capitalists" of the world. My understanding is that America is a nation "of the people, by the people, for the
people." Or, in this new no-national-boundaries world economy, is America, now, a nation "of the corporations, by the
corporations, and for the corporations"?!? Stand up, fellow-citizens, while there is still a place to stand! Close our borders,
secure our country, support a federal class-action lawsuit against transnational corporations for payroll tax evasion from
outsourcing payrolls to foreign countries, and support Congressional action to mandate payment of Social Security and
Medicare taxes on transnationalists' outsourced payrolls. (IF, just, the last of these items were accomplished, the Social
Security Trust Fund would be solvent in a heartbeat, with no increased taxes on the working middle class and no benefit
reductions for retirees.) There's lots each and every American can do. Support our few courageous leaders who are sounding
the alarm. It's now or never, folks!
*These articles are available at www.manews.org
**Council on Foreign Relations (Arrowhead organization in the United States for the New World Order/One World Government)

